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OCCC Minutes
May 12, 2000
Mt. Hood Community College
Presiding: Linda Anderson
Attendees:
Linda Anderson - CCC

Baldwin van der Bijl CCC

Glen Jenewein - CCC

Chuck Dunbar - OIT

Ira Smith - OIT

Sherry Yang - OIT

Cynthia Patterson - RCC

Dale Bryson - UCC

Jim Russell - MHCC

David Todd - MHCC

Jack van Luik - MHCC

Dee Hahn - KCC

Dennis Heckman - PCC

Barbara VanAmerongen
Laura McKinney - PCC
- PCC

Marty Murray - PCC

Ron Bekey - PCC

Skip Goldy - PCC

Peggy Wheems - LBCC

Jeff Putnam - EOU

Laurel Rea - WSU

Wayne Cochran - WSU

Linda Loft - LCC

Peter Casey - COCC

Ron Wallace - BMCC

Chris Wilson - UO

Jim Fuller - TVCC

WSU presented their BA CS degree format and mentioned the "border bill"
allowing some Oregon residents to take up to 8 credits at in-state rates.
Minutes from the prior meeting approved.
What's new - report from attendees.
Major "new" items was the number of new hires. A number of schools are
reducing qualifications (below masters level) for brining in teachers for
non-transfer courses.
Workload issues: Klamath is expecting about 40 ILCs PLUS major admin.
duties.
Some schools reported being able to pay closer to market rates for part-timers,
others throw in some prep-time pay or pay for a few office hours.
The question came up on accommodating students who bring their laptops
and want to plug them into the school's LAN. Discussion indicated that this is
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becoming more common.
Another question: how do you track pages printed by each student in the lab
and possibly implement a chargeback system. No solution.
Ron Wallace will add "how to (un)subscribe to the mailing list" to the OCCC
web page. Mike Johnson is still running the mailing list from Oregon State.
Ron Wallace continues to improve the web site. Linda Anderson requested we
all put links to copies of course outlines and syllabus information there to
make it easier to check what other schools are doing with a particular course.
The next meeting is to be Friday October 13. Meeting place to be announced.
Tentatively Klamath Falls, otherwise PCC.
As a joke, Dennis Heckman & CS120/121 was on the agenda, but it generated
plenty of discussion (always does?).
UO is dropping its "cluster requirement" and this is causing a number of
schools (including PCC) to review their CS120/121 courses. The original intent
for this sequence was: non-CS-majors; filled "science" requirement.
Purchasing :at some schools is driven by a centralized computer department,
others do that and the CS can override that process, while some always do it
within their departments.
Peter Casey mentioned a report at his school showing that leasing was
attractive only in the short term, but much costlier in the long term.
PCC countered with the savings in staff time for not having to determine
specifications and selections plus the steady cost of the leas payments as
opposed to the more visible spikes for purchases.
MHCC is considering laptops as replacements for desktops for instructors.
LANE and PCC tried that and some instructors are going back to desktops.

Oregon Network for Education (ONE) (there was a green handout) was
brought up - there is no CS implication yet.
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Transfer programs. Discussion about "networking administration" - is it
included in MIS programs, should it be a separate degree (no consensus), who
is teaching it (OIT, Clackamas). Some discussion about the "transferability of
MIS-prefix courses - consensus is that they are.
Course Numbering: (yellow handout - printed from the OCCC web page).
Discussions on where to plug in JAVA SCRIPT - wavered between CS125
(application) and CS133 (programming), which was favored by more.
The course sequence for multiple classes:
Application sequence: CS125 CS135 CS235
Programming sequence CS133 CS233 CS234 JavaScrip & VB-Script
mentioned.
New course number for Web Development I: CS195 Voted, passed
Web Development II for existing course#: CS295
Clackamas and Lane have hardware repair or hardware theory courses in the
CS227/228/229 sequence. They are not the same. There was discussion on
putting all of these under CS227 with a suffix for the different courses, but no
action was taken.
Due to different administrative systems, not all schools have the option of
multiple suffix characters - MHCC carries it to the extreme, i.e. CS125ACF
(AC=Access, F=First).
Discussion on Web Development course work. PCC and MHCC supplied
handouts.
We adjourned to a computer lab - viewed several on-line courses presented by
their instructors: (Marty Murray, Glen Jenewein, Peter Casey)
Respectively Submitted By ...
Jack VanLuik - Mt. Hood Community College
Please notify Ron Wallace by email of any updates or corrections.
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